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FOOD ESTABLISHMENT INSPECTION REPORT

PRIORITY ITEMS

These items MUST RECEIVE IMMEDIATE ACTION within 72 hours or as stated.

CORE ITEMS

These items are to be corrected by the next regular inspection or as stated.

2

Culver's 525 West Karsch, Blvd. Farmington,

Master-bilt Freezer 0 Hot held pot roast 168

Delfield Fridge 36 Cold prep table top: cucumbers, cut tomatoes, sauerkraut 46,47,40

Refrigerated drawer serving area, milk 44, 45 Cold prep hold bottom 40

Vanilla and chocolate Custard 22, 24 cut lettuce drawer 42

Soft serve vanilla in bin 40 Burger off grill 165

3-501.16A2

3-501.16A2

7-201.11A

4-501.114C

4-501.114A

 Temps Continued: Mash potato drawer(44F), Walk-in cooler (39), walk-in freezer (20)

Milk was being held in a refrigerated cabinet for resale in the service/sales area at about 44F and temped at
45F. Potentially hazardous food shall be held cold at 41F or less. COS by asking that the temperature be
turned down and that milks being held in this cabinet be discarded.
Cucumber slices and cut tomatoes were being held above 41F. Potentially hazardous food shall be held cold
at 41F or less. COS by asking that the temperature be turned down.
Chemicals were stored with Reese's peanut butter syrup in kitchen area. Poisonous materials shall be stored
so they cannot contaminate food items by the use of spacing or partitioning. COS by moving Reese's syrup.
Quaternary ammonium tested at less than 150ppm in the 3-vat. Quaternary ammonium shall be at a
concentration as specified under 7-204.11 and as indicated by the manufacturer (believed to be 300ppm).
Please have the quaternary ammonium dispenser fixed so it releases a correct amount of sanitizer and
check with appropriate test strips.
 The ware-wash machine was not dispensing any chemical sanitizer. A chemical sanitizer solution for a
mechanical dish-washer shall be between 50-100 ppm, if using chlorine sanitizer. Please fix the machine so
it dispenses 50-100ppm chlorine sanitizer.

COS

COS

COS

6/24/2020

4-601.11C

6-501.14A

4-501.11C

5-202.12A

Soda debris was observed in a cabinet beneath the soda dispenser in the drive through window area. Non
food-contact surfaces of equipment shall be clean to sight and touch. Please clean at a frequency to prevent
an accumulation.
Fans in the kitchen area were soiled with debris and dust. Ventilation systems shall be cleaned so they are
not a source of contamination. Please clean the fan at a frequency to prevent contamination of food and
equipment.
The table mounted can opener had debris inside of it. Cutting or piercing parts of can openers shall be kept
sharp to minimize the creation metal fragments. Please sharpen blade or replace the blade of the can opener
if it is dull, if not please clean to eliminate foreign material.
There was no hot water at the hand wash in drive though area. A hand-washing station shall be equipped to
provide water at a temperature of at least one hundred degrees Fahrenheit.

6/26/2020

A line through an item on page 1 means not observed or not applicable.
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